SUPPLY LIST FOR BEGINNER QUILTING – Mug Rug

I am so excited that you will be attending our class. Our goal is to learn some
basic quilting skills and have fun at the same time.
We will start with a short discussion on some basics such as how to square up
your fabric, how to use rulers and rotary cutter, thread types, etc. You will also
receive written materials with detailed instructions you can keep for future
reference.
Following is a list of supplies for you to bring to class. Don’t worry if you do not
have all the items as we can share if necessary.
SEWING SUPPLIES:
Sewing Machine or rent ours for $5.00
Microtex or Universal Needle in your machine (included if you are renting a
machine.)
Thread – cotton or polyester for piecing
¼” foot and A foot (these will be included if you are renting a machine)
cutting mat and rotary cutter
Ruler – 24” and 12” and small square ruler if you have one.
Small scissors
Seam ripper (included if you are renting a machine)
Frixon pen
Straight pens
Best Press Starch (optional)

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS:
1. You will need four pieces of fabric: Four fat quarters would work nicely. A
fat quarter is a piece of fabric approximately 18” x 20”. One should be a light
color, one dark, one medium, and one other a coordinating color. We have
some great selections here at the store ranging in price from $2.00 - $3.00
each.
2. You will also need a piece of batting 9 ½” x 11 ½”. If you do not have this, I
will bring some extra pieces to share with you.
Ladies, at the end of this class you will have all the skills you need to make an
entire quilt!
Remember, all supplies are available at the shop with a 10% class discount.

